Ph.D. Dissertations

Each Ph.D. candidate is required to submit a manuscript copy [SINGLE-SIDED] of his or her dissertation to the University Libraries. After approval, the manuscript, with accompanying items listed in the following section, should be submitted to the designated person in the candidate’s academic department who will then send the packet to the Hunt Library Mailroom Supervisor. The manuscript is sent offsite to be indexed in dissertation databases, processed for microfilming, and bound. After a few months the University Libraries receives the bound manuscript and one copy of microfiche which are cataloged and added to the collections. Dissertation Publishing Agreement Forms (DPAF) can be obtained from your departmental liaisons to the library.

The Following Are To Be Submitted To The Library
(a submission checklist can be found on page iv of the DPAF)

○ Section IV, page 3 of the DPAF (one of the four publishing options selected)
○ Section V, page 3 of the DPAF (signed publishing agreement)
○ Section V, page 4 of the DPAF (completed ‘dissertation submission form’)
○ One unbound copy of the dissertation manuscript (SINGLE-SIDED; format specifications found on page II of the DPAF)
○ One extra copy of the title page.
○ One extra copy of the abstract
○ One original signature / sign off / approval page
○ Check or money order if the author chooses Open Access publishing ($95), copyright registration ($65), or extra personal copies (in the case of ordering extra bound copies only, the author may elect to include credit card information)

The Four Publishing Options

One of the following publishing options (found in Section IV, page 3 of the DPAF) must be selected. Further explanation and discussion of open access publishing can be found in Guide 3 located on page VI of the DPAF.

1) TR-1: The traditional way of publishing. The dissertation is immediately available through all outlets and the author receives royalties.
2) TR-2: Same as TR-1, but the author can select an embargo (six months, one year, or two years), prevent access by search engines, and/or stop sales via third-party distributors.
3) OA-1: Open access, anyone anywhere can read or download the dissertation for free over the internet. No royalties are given. This option requires a one-time $95 fee (payable to PQIL).
4) OA-2: Same as OA-1, but the author can select an embargo (six months, one year, or two years), prevent access by search engines, and/or stop sales via third-party distributors. This option also has a $95 fee (payable to PQIL).
The Agreement Form

By signing the DPAF, the author allows UMI to index the dissertation in Dissertation Abstracts International and in the ProQuest Digital Dissertations database. The dissertation then becomes available for purchase by the general public through UMI. For detailed information on publishing with UMI, see Section I, page 1 of the DPAF.

Signing the Doctoral Dissertation Agreement Form DOES NOT NECESSARILY INVOLVE COST to the author. The author only pays fees if s/he wishes to apply for registration of their claim to copyright through UMI (see below), if the author selects open access publishing (see above), or if they wish to order extra bound copies of the dissertation (over and above the single library copy) through UMI. (The author may elect to bind extra copies of their dissertation through a third-party bindery. The library is not involved in such transactions.) It is STRONGLY recommended that any payment to UMI be made in the form of a money order rather than a check.

Copyright

The author may elect to register copyright with the U.S. Copyright Office directly (http://www.copyright.gov/); the author may elect to register copyright through UMI; or the author may elect not to register copyright at all. The following is from the UMI dissertation publishing brochure:

Copyright privileges reside with you immediately upon creation of your work. REGISTRATION of your copyright establishes a public record of your dissertation and confers additional legal rights, enabling you to file infringement suits and seek statutory damages and attorneys’ fees. If you wish to register your copyright but prefer not to handle the details yourself, UMI will act as your agent with the Library of Congress Copyright Office. This includes preparation of the application (in your name) plus submission of the application fee and required deposit copy(ies) of your work. You will receive your certificate of copyright registration from the Copyright Office approximately eight to ten weeks after UMI receives your manuscript.

By signing the “Copyright Registration Form” portion of the dissertation publishing packet (page 5), the author elects UMI to register copyright on the author’s behalf and consequently owes them $65 (payable to PQIL). Again, it is STRONGLY recommended that any payment to UMI be made in the form of a money order rather than a check.

Questions/Problems

Any questions or problems should be directed to the Hunt Library Mailroom Supervisor.

Hunt Library Mailroom Supervisor
Carnegie Mellon University Libraries
Hunt Library
4909 Frew Street
Pittsburgh PA 15213
412-268-2448